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The patient underwent emergency laparoscopic surgical exploration. Intraoperatively, the small intestine was discovered to be herniated from the mesocolon defect below the transverse colon to the lower part of the liver and gallbladder and was trapped by an adhesive band between the liver and duodenum. The entrapment intestinal obstruction involved a trapped small intestine and mesocolon, a loosened adhesive band, and the entrapment of the small intestine because of the mesocolon defect below the transverse colon. The defect area of the transverse mesocolon was approximately 25 cm². The blood
flow within the small intestine recovered well, and no intestinal resection or anastomosis was required (Figure 2). The small intestinal obstruction in this patient was closely related to adhesive tape entrapment. An intraoperative evaluation revealed that the mesocolic defect in this patient was large and that the possibility of recurrence of small intestinal obstruction was minimal, so the decision was made not to repair the mesocolic defect during the operation.

Few mesocolic hernias have been reported. Congenital mesocolic hernias have three types. The first two are the right and left types, comprising 25% and 75% of all cases, respectively. The third type is extremely rare and known as a transverse mesocolic hernia[7].

A clear preoperative diagnosis is difficult in most patients with internal abdominal hernias because they have no obvious symptoms or signs. These hernias manifest mostly as abdominal pain, abdominal distension, and vomiting and cannot be distinguished from other acute abdominal diseases. Abdominal CT is a useful auxiliary diagnostic technique. In the patient presented in this report, CT revealed local intestinal dilation in the abdominal cavity, intestinal tube wall thickening, an abnormal location and disordered arrangement of the small intestine, intestinal wall thickening, oedema, and mesangium above the transverse colon near the hepatoduodenal ligament and gallbladder. The small intestine is not typically located in this region. Therefore, this patient underwent an emergency laparoscopic operation to investigate an intraperitoneal hernia with small intestinal obstruction. For intraperitoneal hernias with mesocolic defects, most surgeons will choose to close the defect[10]. However, the small intestinal obstruction was closely related to adhesive tape entrapment in this patient. An intraoperative evaluation revealed that the mesocolic defect in this patient was large, and the possibility of recurrence of small intestinal obstruction was minimal, so a decision was made not to repair the mesocolic defect during the operation.

